Wisdom Cries in the Streets
by Jeremy James

We all know the story of the elephant which was shackled to a post with a ten foot
chain. After a number of years his owners needed the chain for another purpose, so
they replaced the chain with a rope. The elephant was so used to living within this ten
foot circle that he never put any strain on the rope. Over the next few years the rope
rotted away, but the elephant never strayed outside the circle. In fact, he spent the rest
of his life within ten feet of the post. Nothing held him there except his unshakeable
conviction that greater mobility was impossible.
In this paper we will look at how the Enemy has chained the minds of our pastors and
elders, to the point where they willingly do all that he tells them and shamelessly ignore
what the Word of God has revealed.

Popillius, the Roman Ambassador
The Roman writer Polybius compiled from various sources a book which today we
know as his Histories. In chapter 29 he relates the story of an elderly Roman
ambassador, Popillius, who in 168 BC was sent to north Africa to deliver an edict to
King Antiochus, who was waging war on King Ptolemy of Egypt. The Senate demanded
that Antiochus cease hostilities immediately and return with his army to his base in
Syria. Egypt was the bread basket of the Roman Empire and they didn’t want
Antiochus threatening their food supply.
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As he approached Antiochus, Popillius declined to give the traditional diplomatic
greeting but merely handed him the senatorial decree and told him to read it. As
Polybius says, “Popillius acted in a manner which was thought to be offensive and
exceedingly arrogant.” Antiochus read the decree, perhaps a little nervously, and said
he needed time to discuss the matter with his generals. Instantly Popillius stepped
forward and, using the stick he was carrying, drew a circle in the sand around
Antiochus and told him that he was not to move outside the circle until he gave his
response to the Senate’s decree. Antiochus was so unnerved by this audacious act that,
after a few moments’ hesitation, he said he would do all that the Romans demanded.

The Book of Daniel
What makes this story so interesting is that this is the same Antiochus to whom the
Word of God refers in Daniel chapter 11. Though not mentioned by name in the book
of Daniel, this is the historical personality whose actions the prophet is describing in
the passage beginning at 11:21 “And in his estate shall stand up a vile person, to whom they shall
not give the honour of the kingdom: but he shall come in peaceably,
and obtain the kingdom by flatteries” (Daniel 11:21)

The word “vile” here means one despised or held in contempt. We know from the
chronology and related details in chapter 11 of Daniel that this is Antiochus Epiphanes
who reigned over Syria (“the king of the north”) from 175-163 BC. He terrorized the
land of Judea and committed dreadful atrocities against the Jewish people,
suppressing their religious expression and imposing the idolatrous philosophy of the
Greeks.
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In the following passage from Daniel, the Word of God actually refers to the incident
where the Roman ambassador rebuked Antiochus and put an end to his campaign in
Egypt:
“At the time appointed he shall return, and come toward the
south; but it shall not be as the former, or as the latter. For the
ships of Chittim shall come against him: therefore he shall be
grieved, and return, and have indignation against the holy
covenant: so shall he do; he shall even return, and have
intelligence with them that forsake the holy covenant.”
(Daniel 11:29-30)

In its particular form, Chittim is a reference to Cyprus, but in its more general form it
refers to the ruling power in the Mediterranean at that time – Rome. So the “ships of
Chittim” are those which carried Popillius and his diplomatic corps to north Africa.
When he received the decree from the Senate, Antiochus was “grieved”. His return
journey required that he travel through Judea where, boiling with “indignation” at
his treatment by the Senate, he railed savagely against the Jewish people and their
religion (“the holy covenant”). At this point he carried out the act which Daniel
foretold over 360 years earlier in verse 31:
“And arms shall stand on his part, and they [i.e. Antiochus and
his army] shall pollute the sanctuary of strength, and shall take
away the daily sacrifice, and they shall place the abomination
that maketh desolate.” (Daniel 11:31)

This is the passage in the book of Daniel which Jesus asked that all believers study well
and understand:
“When ye therefore shall see the abomination of
desolation, spoken of by Daniel the prophet, stand in
the holy place, (whoso readeth, let him understand:)”
(Matthew 24:15)

We know that Jesus was not referring to the abomination committed by Antiochus
Epiphanes since that event was already past, so it had to refer to an event subsequent
to the ministry of Jesus. We get a clearer picture of this future event from the
corresponding passage in the gospel of Mark:
“But when ye shall see the abomination of desolation,
spoken of by Daniel the prophet, standing where it ought
not, (let him that readeth understand)” (Mark 13:14)
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We can see from this verse that “the abomination of desolation” is an idolatrous
object standing in the Holy Place – where it should not be! We know the Lord was not
referring to the destruction of the Temple in 70 AD – another future event at the time
he spoke – but to an event which corresponded to the blasphemous act carried out by
Antiochus. Someone at some future date would commit a similar act, installing a
sacrilegious object in the Holy Place and dedicating the Temple to another god. Like
Antiochus, he will “place the abomination that maketh desolate” (Daniel 11:31).

The Antichrist
Jesus was speaking of the Antichrist and the specific act which would mark the
commencement of the second half of the Great Tribulation.
Isaiah refers to the downfall of the same individual in the following passage:
“They that see thee shall narrowly look upon thee, and
consider thee, saying, Is this the man that made the earth
to tremble, that did shake kingdoms; that made the world
as a wilderness, and destroyed the cities thereof; that
opened not the house of his prisoners?”
(Isaiah 14:16-17)

The “man” here denotes the final King of Babylon, the Antichrist himself. How
miserable he will appear to those who see him in the depths of hell. For all his horrific
destructiveness while on earth, he was never more than a man. Of course, he was
imbued for a time with the supernatural power of Satan, but that didn’t last very long.
Besides, by this time his demonic master is also in chains, having been consigned to
the Abyss for a thousand years!

An Angel Chains the Dragon, Augsburg School c 1550

On his glorious return, Christ Jesus will obliterate this wickedness, cleansing the earth
forever of secret societies and purging it of the hidden malignancy which led directly
to the seven years of Tribulation.
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As he drew a circle around him in the sand, Popillius was probably thinking – rightly
– that, for all his power and grandeur, Antiochus was just a man. He did not allow
himself to be intimidated by the king’s reputation and even dispensed with diplomatic
protocol.
Alas, the fear generated by his End Time counterpart will be intense, causing the rich
and mighty to fawn before him. The power of fear in the End Time, as a supernatural
weapon, will greatly exceed the fear experienced by mankind in former times.

The power of fear in the End Time
Men will be depleted by sin, by sorcery, by mind control technology, by demonic
oppression and psychic attack, by medical injections and electromagnetic radiation,
and by the relentless hum of seductive propaganda. The inner strength needed to deal
with fear will have evaporated. The only remedy and relief, they vainly imagine, will
lie in their adulation of the living ‘god-man’, the last King of Babylon.
Mass mental conditioning has been under way for some time. Many will be surprised
to learn that the entire adult population of America was subjected to a primitive but
effective form of programming in the 1960s. It was implemented via a set of subliminal
messages embedded in the National Anthem sign-off which aired around midnight
when the television stations ended their daily broadcasts.

Some will argue that this could not possibly have happened, that “our Government”
would never have permitted such an invasive practise. Readers will need to weigh the
evidence for themselves and decide whether this “unthinkable” violation of the
national psyche was actually carried out.
The National Anthem sign-off came at a time when viewers were tired and ready for
bed. After several hours of television, their minds were deep in alpha mode and highly
receptive to subliminal stimulation. As the words of the national anthem scrolled
across the bottom of the screen, viewers would have no conscious awareness of
additional letters flickering for a millisecond along the same line. Their brains,
however, would capture and store this data. With constant repetition, night after night,
a set of carefully chosen subliminal messages were seeping into the minds of millions
of Americans and affecting their behavior.
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It was not possible in the 1960s to prove the existence of these messages. The main
television stations – ABC, CBS and NBC – possessed the only copies of the prerecorded anthem. However, later analysis on video revealed the presence of several
messages. Each message appeared at least twice and one was shown no fewer than
eight times.
We give a set of screen shots from the anthem in Appendix A, all of which were shown
in under a second. The words from the anthem, which scrolled beneath the obelisk
(the Baal shrine known as the Washington Monument) were “the bombs bursting in
air.” However, for a fraction of a second some additional letters flashed on the screen.
Readers can check our analysis by going to the YouTube link provided in Appendix A
and setting the playback rate to one quarter of normal speed (press the spoked wheel
icon at the bottom of the screen and you will be given a selection of playback speeds).
Then press the play/pause button on and off to advance the video at a very slow speed.

Rebellion is not tolerated
By doing this at the 34 second mark, we were able to extract the seven images shown
in Appendix A. Sets of letters appear which are not part of the lyrics (“the bombs
bursting in air”). When these are put together in sequence we can read the subliminal
message embedded in that part of the Anthem:

We were unable to capture two of the letters – T and D – but the message is fairly
obvious: REBELLION IS NOT TOLERATED.
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A video on Bitchute (https://www.bitchute.com/video/05OsGCekumz9/) gives a
helpful analysis of the Anthem as a whole and identifies the five messages shown
below:

The numbers to the right indicate the number of times the message was shown.
When they are taken as a group, the messages are instructing viewers – without their
knowledge – to believe the following:
“The US Government is in the place of God and it is watching you. You
must trust it as you would God. The Government commands you to obey
and consume. Rebellion against the Government is not tolerated.”
Readers may be reminded of John Carpenter’s movie, They Live [1988], which
showed how an alien race was using subliminal messages in the mass media to control
the population. The director was probably aware that subliminals had already been
used extensively by the U.S. government and big corporations in the 1960s.
A similar analysis of television ads from the 1960s by, for example, Ford or General
Motors, might possibly reveal equally persuasive subliminal suggestions. Remember,
if they could make lots of money by doing this, one must assume that some of the
biggest corporations availed of this clever, albeit unethical, means of persuasion.
Mind control technology has advanced considerably since 1960 – see our earlier paper
#244: Mind Control, Entrainment, and US Patent 5159703.
If the American public was subconsciously conditioned to put the Government in the
place of God in 1960, we can more easily understand how federal power has expanded
so rapidly since then. A similar process of indoctrination was used in the educational
system, where the government was invariably portrayed as caring and paternal, the
guardian and protector of the people and ultimate sponsor or enabler of all initiatives
that advance the wealth and prosperity of the nation.
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The subtle fusion of Government and God
Gradually the public conferred on their government many of the qualities and
attributes that apply only to God – God protects us; God cares for us; God is the source
of prosperity and well-being; and God alone makes the laws by which we live. To a
large extent the Government has appropriated these roles and conditioned the masses
to believe that its paternal intervention is vital for our survival.
So, when the Government says, Trust us, we will protect you from a deadly plague,
the people do exactly as they are told. They have long passed the point where they are
capable of asking basic questions: If the Government says it’s true, then it must be
true. After all our Government is in the place of God and would never lie. We must
thank God for our Government and show our gratitude by doing everything it asks of
us.
This may seem absurd when expressed so plainly, but it’s true. It may not apply at an
individual level, since no one seriously confuses the government with God, but it
definitely applies at a group level. This is why the collective response to any major
problem is invariably the same: What will the government do about it?

Most of society is fixated on government. The Ruling Elite exploit and encourage this
fixation, all the while gulling the masses with their “We care” mantra. This attitude is
so entrenched that religious institutions have long succumbed to its siren call. What
pastor in any church anywhere has warned his congregation to beware of the
Government? What pastor has solemnly cautioned his flock to take everything the
Government says with a grain of salt? What pastor in recent years has taught his flock
that the Government belongs to the world and the world belongs to Satan?
There are surely a few who have done this, but the vast majority have not! They
solemnized this adulterous relationship with a 501(c)(3) covenant. This enables the
Government to subtly influence what the preacher can and cannot say to his
congregation. Instead of listening to the Holy Spirit and speaking forth what he knows
to be true, he first filters it through the fine print in his tax exempt status. By doing
this he is sharing with the Government an authority which comes ONLY from God!
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His autonomy as a pastor is shattered.
As a steward of God, a pastor must be blameless:
“For a bishop [pastor] must be blameless, as the steward of
God...not given to filthy lucre” (Titus 1:7)

This unscriptural arrangement has been in existence for so long that there are hardly
any pastors left today who question public policy – or even see a need to do so! From
time to time the conscientious few may quibble over details, but they would never dare
to assert before their congregations that the Government, at its best, is a paid-up
servant of Satan and an enemy of God.
So when the Government banned prayer in our schools, the churches found a way to
rationalize this vile prohibition. When the Government made it illegal to display the
Ten Commandments in public buildings, the churches cowered before the insidious
march of humanism. Then, when the Government said it was okay to kill unborn
children, and even use revenue from general taxation to fund the butchery, the
churches were mostly silent. A few murmured a little, but they were careful not to do
anything that would threaten their tax-exempt status.
They had taken the money and were now paying the price.
As the church of Laodicea slumbers, wisdom cries in the streets.
We are now in such a sorry state that the churches are unable to detect anything illicit,
immoral or irrational in what the Government is doing. The most outrageous
demands, if anointed by a public representative, become newsworthy proposals that
warrant our solemn consideration. And when these demands are given Government
approval and enshrined in legislation, our pastors and elders embrace them without
question, as though an oracle had spoken:
“And upon a set day Herod, arrayed in royal apparel, sat upon his
throne, and made an oration unto them. And the people gave a shout,
saying, It is the voice of a god, and not of a man.” (Acts 12:21-22)

Caesarea Maritima where King Herod Agrippa was judged by God.
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As we know, God was not pleased with Herod and struck him down. A similar
judgment may await the preachers and pastors who, “arrayed in royal apparel”, stand
before their congregations and fail to give God the glory, who endorse what our
governments are doing and refuse to examine their actions under the perfect lens of
God’s Word.

If they did, what would they find?
Let’s start with something overwhelmingly obvious, so startlingly clear that we it is
painful to even have to mention it. We are bought with a price! We do not belong to
ourselves, but to Christ – if we are true believers. And as true believers we would never
do anything to harm the temple of the Holy Spirit. We would never dream of polluting
the body that our Creator gave us by inoculating our flesh with an untested and
unproven genetic serum.
Even if the genetic serum was thoroughly tested we would still not allow the Satanic
world system to alter or modify our God-given DNA in any way, or even risk doing so.
It is simply unthinkable!
But our pastors think they know best, and wisdom cries in the streets.

“fearfully and wonderfully made” – Don’t touch it!

The Ninth Commandment asks that we never bear false witness against our neighbor.
This means we are never knowingly to suppress the truth or provide false testimony.
So how is it possible to put on a face mask, knowing it serves no medical purpose? How
is it possible to walk about with a big sign on your face saying, I might be contagious
– when you know you aren’t. How is it possible to testify, before everyone you meet,
that you believe these innocent people might harm you, simply by breathing?
Senseless playacting might be seemly in a child, but for an adult to behave in this way
is abhorrent. Never in history have healthy people walked about with their faces
covered, but when a society scorns the Ninth Commandment, such upside-down,
irrational behavior is easy to justify.
It would seem our pastors know best, and wisdom cries in the streets.
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The Word of God asks that we test and prove everything, holding fast that which is
good. It asks that we be of sober mind and take responsibility for our actions. As true
believers we have no right to model our conduct on the say-so or opinions of various
authorities, whoever they might be. Rather, we are obliged to weigh our actions on the
basis of God’s Word and do unto others as we would have them do unto us.
This must surely require that we examine the evidence, clinical or otherwise, which
shows whether or not the Covid ‘vaccines’ are both safe and effective. The evidence is
readily available online and if our pastors bothered to examine it, they would find that
it is sharply at variance – in dozens of ways – with the narrative presented by our
government, the mainstream media, and the pharmaceutical industry.

Informed consent
While opinions may vary as to how far the industry has departed from accepted
medical standards and scientific integrity, it should be obvious that the principle of
informed consent has been abandoned. Recipients of the ‘vaccine’ are being asked to
take it without knowing anything about its drawbacks, its limited utility, the
availability of safe and effective alternative modes of treatment, the highly irregular
way the product was brought to the market, the failure to disclose a mass of data which
would enable the public to assess the product objectively, and – worst of all – the
horrifying list of potential side effects which, to date, have caused hundreds of
thousands of deaths and millions of personal injuries, some temporary and some
permanent.
The Word of God clearly demands that all medical procedures be undertaken on the
basis of informed consent. Sadly, our pastors and elders have a different opinion on
this.

Our Lord was especially severe in his condemnation of anyone who would harm a little
child. The idea, therefore, that our governments could inoculate children as young as
five with this dangerous serum should cause all true believers to recoil in horror. It is
well known that children are not in the least susceptible to the so-called Covid virus
and have no need of preventive treatment. It is also well known that children, being
asymptomatic and without the viral load needed to cause contagion, pose no risk to
anyone, not even the frail and elderly.
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Yet, when faced with this impending medical experiment on our children, our
churches remain silent. By pretending not to see what’s happening, our pastors and
elders expect to be excused when the day of reckoning comes round. But they are
greatly mistaken. Sins of omission can be just as deadly as any other. When these
individuals stand before the Lord on Judgment Day, they will find that Jesus meant
what he said about those who harm little children: “...it were better for him that a
millstone were hanged about his neck, and that he were drowned in the depth of
the sea.” (Matthew 18:6)

Does this seem too harsh? What about mitigating circumstances? For those who
tremble at His Word, this admonition in Matthew 18 is as plain as day. The Laodiceans
may laugh, but God is not mocked. These people will reap what they sow.

Conditioning parents to expect children to die suddenly
The Enemy is already conditioning the public to expect a great many children to die
from strokes in 2022. These deaths will be caused by clotting agents in the vaccines,
but the public will be made to believe that other factors are at work.
Here are just a few examples of the propaganda that the Enemy has begun using to
trick parents into thinking that stroke deaths among children are far more common
than previously thought:

Note the copious use of the lightning bolt, a symbol much favored by Luciferians.
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They are even putting these messages on buses:

These ads also make use of guilt to disarm parents who might otherwise ask hard
questions. If their son or daughter dies, it was their fault for not spotting the “warning
signs” in time. If only they had brought the child to the hospital a little sooner.
“For God hath not given us the spirit of fear;
but of power, and of love,
and of a sound mind.”
- 2 Timothy 1:7

The reality is that fatal strokes among children are virtually unknown. As one medical
website stated: “Stroke is rare among children, with only two in every 100,000
children being affected worldwide each year.” Many of these children survive and most
have underlying conditions which contribute to their stroke. The number of healthy
children worldwide who die annually from stroke is miniscule.
The wickedness behind all of this is difficult to fathom. We are in a new form of war,
where nations are taken captive at needle point (rather than gunpoint) by their own
governments, where adults who ought to know better allow themselves to be injected
with high-risk experimental substances, and where children are murdered with the
unwitting complicity of their own parents.
All the while our pastors and elders remain silent and wisdom cries in the streets.
There is so much more we could say. For example, these genetic serums contain cell
lines derived from the tissue of aborted babies. The Master of Darkness must be
pleased to see professing Christians injecting themselves with material derived from a
murdered child.
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As many independent scientists have shown, the ‘vaccines’ also contain several other
ingredients which serve no therapeutic purpose. These include graphene and similar
nanograde particulates which cannot possibly contribute to human health.
“The simple believeth every word: but the prudent man
looketh well to his going.” – Proverbs 14:15

CONCLUSION
Preachers and pastors should be doing as Jesus asked and contrasting world events
with the End Time signs set out in the Bible. If they were doing this, they would know
that the Enemy is using high-level sorcery (pharmakeia) and sophisticated forms of
deception to achieve his goals. They should also heed carefully his warning that the
Tribulation would fall suddenly upon an unprepared, leisure-loving world.
When the sun rose on Sodom and Gomorrah in their final hour, every one of their
lascivious residents expected the day ahead to be just like any other. They had no
warning. But God in His Mercy has taken pity on the fickle masses of humanity and
given us plenty of warning. The tragedy is that far too many Christians have departed
from the wisdom of Scripture and chosen instead to bask in the ‘light’ of teachers
whose commitment to sound doctrine is non-existent:
“For the time will come when they will not endure sound
doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they heap to
themselves teachers, having itching ears”
– 2 Timothy 4:3
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Our pastors and elders have been so thoroughly brainwashed by the Enemy that they
are much like the elephant we discussed at the start of this paper. They have unlimited
freedom in Christ, but Satan has trained them to spend their lives inside the small
circle of a manicured religion and never move beyond it.
Fear, too, is a key factor, making that circle even smaller. They are like Antiochus who
was so unnerved by the arrogance of Popillius that he couldn’t leave his tiny circle
until he did exactly what he was told.
The Enemy has now turned this into a universal experience, confining everyone inside
a circle around their own homes. Many need a “passport” to leave the center of the
circle and visit a local shop. They are being trained to do what they are told, trapped
by their fear of a disease which exists primarily on their television screens and in their
fallen imaginations.
“Wisdom crieth without; she uttereth her voice in the streets”
- Proverbs 1:20

________________________
Jeremy James
Ireland
December 14, 2021

- SPECIAL REQUEST –
Time is running out...
Regular readers are encouraged to download the papers on this website
for safekeeping and future reference. They may not always be available.
Papers for each year from 2009 to 2020 may also be downloaded in one
or more files from www.archive.org
To find these files on the Archive website use the search terms ‘Jeremy
James New World Order’.
We are rapidly moving into an era where material of this kind may be
obtained only via email. Readers who wish to be included on a future
mailing list are welcome to contact me at the following email address:jeremypauljames@gmail.com
For further information visit www.zephaniah.eu
Copyright Jeremy James 2021
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APPENDIX A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QMZ_rQKAy7c
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